Kinnesswood In Bloom (KiB) Bonus Ball Fundraiser Rules – October 2015
Basics of the game
The KiB bonus ball is primarily a fundraiser for the activities of the group - our
game includes a weekly prize draw element plus a lottery syndicate element.
The 49 numbers (1 to 49) of the original UK Lottery game are purchased by our
supporters for £1 per number per week thus raising a maximum of £49 each
week when all numbers are taken.
The holder of the number drawn as the bonus ball on the Saturday Lotto draw is
our prize draw winner.
The funds raised are also used to purchase one EuroMillions ticket for each Friday
draw and one UK Lotto ticket for each Saturday draw – both as “lucky dips”.
Rules of the game
All players listed on the current record sheet maintained by the organisers are
deemed to have accepted the rules of play as outlined below.
The minimum age of players is 16.
Record of participants/ticket
The organisers will maintain a record sheet detailing which numbers are allocated
to which players – players may elect to pay for one or more numbers to boost
their contribution to the fundraiser and increase their proportion of any
EuroMillions/Lotto wins.
The record sheet serves as a “ticket” and a printed copy is available from the KiB
website – http://www.kinnesswoodinbloom.org/bonusball
Prize draw element
The holder of the number drawn as the bonus ball on each Saturday UK Lotto
wins £30.
If the Saturday Lotto bonus ball number is one of the new numbers introduced in
October 2015 (50 to 59) the £30 prize rolls over until the Saturday bonus ball
next falls between 1 and 49.
The prize draw element of the game is a small society lottery operated under
KiB’s registration with PKC.
Lottery syndicate element
Should there be any significant winnings on the EuroMillions or Lotto tickets
purchased then those winnings will be divided and allocated to the various
fundraiser players on the basis of 1/49th per number purchased – so a player who
has purchased a single number will receive 1/49th of the total win, a player with
two numbers would receive 2/49ths and so on.
Payment
The organisers operate a flexible payment system where players can pay several
weeks or months in advance or pay ad hoc when the organisers choose to collect.
All players listed on the current game sheet are considered to be “in the game”
and eligible for the prize draw and their appropriate share of any
EuroMillions/Lotto winnings.
Fundraising
When all 49 numbers are taken we raise £49 per week, £30 is used as the prize
fund, £2 each for the EuroMillions/Lotto tickets leaving £15 towards KiB funds.

